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Abstract—Internet of Things (IoT) is a network of hetero-
geneous physical devices connected over the Internet. Each of
the devices is capable of collecting and processing data. Due to
the connection with the Internet, the IoT devices become more
susceptible to attacks by malicious nodes, which may result in
privacy loss and security breaches. Thus, network security is
necessary for the privacy of transmitted messages. In this context,
we propose a scheme, Service-Oriented game-theoretic Security
(SOS), which provides a simple yet robust security solution for
IoT networks. Here, we have amalgamated our scheme with
Named Data Networking (NDN), which is more of a data content-
specific approach, unlike the traditional IP address search. In
this scheme, at first, the hop count between the sender and
the receiver is used to generate the public key to encrypt the
messages by the sender. When the receiver receives this message,
it decrypts the message with the help of the decryption function
generated by the sender using the hop count between them as
the private key. A non-cooperative Stackelberg game-theoretic
model is used to model defenders and attackers, which helps to
decide strategies to maximize the payoff (profit) of the defenders
to protect the network from malicious attacks. The results are
further extended for a modified public key encryption technique,
which results in the robustness of the security scheme to be used
for all real-life network scenarios. Simulation results show that
the proposed scheme, SOS, has a better performance compared to
the existing state-of-the-art security schemes, UAKMP and CLS,
in terms of time complexity, message overhead, throughput, and
attack probability.

Index Terms—Internet of Things, Stackelberg game, payoff,
Named Data Networking, strategy, hop count, SOA, malicious
nodes, privacy, security.

I. INTRODUCTION

Internet of Things (IoT) is a network of various hetero-
geneous physical components embedded with the software,
operating systems, sensors, and actuators, which communicate
among themselves over the Internet. The IoT has molded
our world into a cyber-physical system, which is equipped
with various smart devices of everyday use. Smart appliances,
watches, vehicles [1], and medical equipment are embedded
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with computing systems and are inter-operable over the net-
work, which store important data, pass it through the gateways,
transfer the data to the cloud storage, process over it, and lastly,
send it again to the users with the help of implanted software
and hardware. Connected over the Internet makes security
and privacy of the user’s data and action a very important
issue to be addressed [2], [3], [4]. Moreover, many devices
are manufactured with old and obsolete software systems,
which make the network even more vulnerable to attacks
[5], [6] by cyber-criminals. Including this, efficient and faster
communication between components is always desirable in
any kind of network. Therefore, we have proposed a simple
yet robust security scheme for the IoT network using hop
count between the nodes which protects the privacy of the
users as well as makes the communication in the network
more efficient and faster. In this paper, we have introduced our
security scheme with a network, which provides a basic level
of intrinsic security within the network. It is the evolution of
the architecture that was earlier based on the host but now on
data. This new way of the network not only adds another layer
of security but also makes the data transmission faster with
the help of cache memory by storing all the earlier requests
of other nodes in the network.

A. Motivation

IoT devices are embedded with software, sensors, and ac-
tuators, which enable the devices to collect and exchange data
between themselves. As the devices are all connected to the
Internet, the risk of data getting exposed has increased. There
is always a risk for using IoT networks for sharing information,
as the private data is vulnerable to be compromised. To
mitigate this problem, in this paper, we have tried to establish a
simple, but robust, security scheme for an IoT network, which
can be installed in a Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA). A
service-oriented architecture is shown as a software design
where various applications can make use of several services
that are offered over a network. The concept of services has
been utilized in the naming of the paper only to project its real-
time usages outside theoretical applications and simulations.
Our security scheme stands valid for various networks such
as Wireless Sensor Network (WSN), Local Area Network
(LAN), Personal Area Network (PAN), Wireless Local Area
Network (WLAN), and Internet of Things. It can also be
found in internetwork (where two or more computer networks
are connected over some devices), which include extranet
(Metropolitan Area Network) and intranet as well.
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SOA is a system design model consisting of a collection of
services that communicate among themselves through normal
data transfers or co-ordinate for providing joint services to
other components over the network. In an SOA, the entire
procedure is dependent on the connection between the two
services; involving the service request to the provider and
the corresponding response to the consumer. The previously
designed network security schemes are complex and they re-
quire multiple message exchanges between the parties, which
in turn, reduces the data exchange rates between them, and
makes them less secure. The infusion of SOA into IoT security
increases the software model’s versatility and prominent use
in other networks.

In this work, we have introduced dual-level security using
hop count-based cryptanalysis along with the intrinsic layer
of security at the data level which is added by the NDN [7].
This network uses content caching, which makes the data
transmission faster and much more reliable. Usability and
scalability are one of the main reasons for switching to NDN
which is very suitable for an IoT network. The main idea of
using a Stackelberg game-theoretical model in the proposed
solution is that it resembles the attacker-defender situation,
where the attackers follow the strategies of the defenders. The
Nash equilibrium is achieved for the Stackelberg model when
the payoff for each of the parties is maximum and both of them
have chosen their optimum strategies. Deviating from any of
the already computed strategies incurs a loss for them. This
work proposes a simple IoT security scheme, which helps the
nodes to increase the message exchange rate. In our scheme,
the sender and receiver don’t have to exchange the public
and private keys, as both of them are formed from the hop
count which is familiar to both. It reduces the encryption
algorithm to a two-way cryptanalysis and thus saves one-third
(33%) of the total time taken. Other data schemes are less
secure because more message exchanges pave the way for
more number of times the data is exposed and there are more
chances of attacks in these situations.

B. Contribution
In this paper, we propose SOS, a scheme, which makes the

security of an IoT network robust and efficient. The proposed
scheme infuses SOA to increase its versatility and re-usability.
The proposed scheme is novel and it helps in providing a
secure network with the help of hop count between the nodes.
The use of hop count to provide security for the network had
not been considered in the existing literature. The proposed
scheme prevents any malicious node from executing harmful
activities in the network. When a malicious node attempts to
send a message to any network node, the proposed security
scheme prevents the network node from receiving the packet
[8] and drops it.

The proposed scheme improves the rate of message transfer
and reduces the overall time complexity. The overall contri-
butions of this work are summarized below:

1) Proposed a novel scheme, named SOS, to provide robust
security in an IoT network.

2) Incorporated service-oriented architecture in the proposed
scheme to make it useful in a service-based IoT network.

3) Evaluated the proposed scheme through simulations and
compared it with state-of-the-art schemes.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Many researchers have proposed schemes for authentica-
tion and authorization in IoT networks. Guptaet al. [9] have
addressed several issues concerning the safety of the services
and devices of a network. We also discuss and analyze the
different security implementations in various layers of the IoT
network. Perception layer security deals with the acquisition
and processing of data through various independent units such
as temperature or pressure sensors and actuators. In this layer,
the adversary’s prime target [10], [11] is to hijack stacked-
up raw data and destroy the perception devices in the IoT
network. Message (data) filtering techniques exist to put an end
to these attacks [12]. Network layer security has the main fo-
cus on the transmission of collected data. Therefore, the main
security challenge in this layer is the controlling and allocation
of network resources. The layer also mainly emphasizes the
security of wireless networks because most of the IoT devices
are connected over the Internet. Denial-of-service (DoS) attack
[13] is one of the common attacks in this layer, which keeps all
the network resources busy by corrupting the network protocol
or by engaging the IoT network with massive traffic and
leaving the IoT services unavailable. Many defensive schemes
were deployed to counter this attacking technique [14]. The
main importance of the application layer is to provide the
services requested by the users. The security challenges in this
layer are that the attackers can attack the software and corrupt
it. The phishing attack is one such attack, where the adversary
gets hold of confidential data by forging the authentication and
authorization codes via corrupted emails and various other
phishing sites. Secure authorization access can mitigate this
attack. Kothamyr et al. [15] successfully implemented the
first-ever two-way handshaking authentication scheme, which
was a breakthrough in transport layer security. The scheme is
based on already existing Internet protocols, especially DTLS
handshaking and exchange of X.509 certificates, which contain
the RSA keys. Hummen et al. [16] explored the importance of
certificates for peer authentication in the IoT. DTLS certificate
had overheads, which provoked the authors to propose three
various ideas to minimize the DTLS handshake overhead
through pre-validation, session expiry, and handshake autho-
rization.

The authors of this paper wanted to propose and design
a security scheme to secure an IoT network. They have
considered a network architecture, which is data-centric and
more content-based than just data transfer between two IP
addresses of the sender and receiver. This architecture not only
provides a basic layer of additional security but also instills the
cache memory idea in storing the earlier lookups to improve
response time. All the previous searches are already listed
so that any duplicate searches can be easily found out and
sent responses for. In this architecture, there is no need to
acquire the IP address repeatedly for connection if the session
is over or the location changes. NDN supports multiple user
network interfaces without total connection between source
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and destination as their data content is consistent for various
levels.

Today, almost all smart devices [17], [18] worldwide are en-
abled with various software and Internet connectivity through
which they can communicate and interact. The tiny hetero-
geneous devices also co-operate with each other to provide a
plethora of web services. The software industry slowly, but
steadily, drifts towards the SOA, especially physical devices
for our daily use [19]. The devices in an IoT network get
access to the gateways and other resources (services) in a
service-oriented architecture [20].

The initial references of using mathematical models were
found in the literature of network security, where non-
cooperative game theory had been used to depict the inter-
connection between malicious nodes and the network devices
(nodes) [21]. Here, different mathematical models are taken
into consideration for different security problems and threats.
These games have a crucial concept of Nash equilibrium which
denotes the strategy to be used by one party knowing the
strategies of all the other parties in the game. This is known
as the best response to the mentioned device (node) [22].
Webb [23] in his book has explained the Stackelberg duopoly
model, where many firms have to compete against each other
for the same set of customers with their products. The leader
firm makes his decision and imposes on the followers and
all of them have to make strategies according to the decided
strategy (one leader multiple followers model).

Unlike the Cournot model [24], where the strategic de-
cisions are made simultaneously without the knowledge of
each other. Han et al. [25] observed that in some cases,
players select their strategies without knowing the opponents’
preferences (payoffs) i.e. Bayesian games. This game model is
often used to analyze wireless transmission in a network and
so we find it accurate to use in IoT networks. These games [26]
are security games between the attacker (selects the target) and
the defender (allocates resources).

Wilczyski et al. [27] in his book wrote about the dif-
ferent models of Stackelberg game theory which have been
implemented earlier to map the attacker-defender scenarios
in different security implementations. The authors explained
that the attackers (followers) can know the utility of the
defender (leader) but the defender does not know the attackers’
utility. Wazid et al. [28] showed the use of various separate
public keys and proposed an important three-factor remote user
authentication scheme, User Authenticated Key Management
Protocol (UAKMP), which offers several functionality features
such as offline node sensing, password protection, and other
bio-metric update facilities. The three factors are user smart-
card, password, and biometric. UAKMP builds six phases
in it which are applied for scheme implementation. The
steps involve registration of nodes, users, a user login, key
agreement, password update, and new node sense. The only
fallback is that it doesn’t have any practical testing of cluster
nodes and gateways in a real-time IoT network. Yeh et al.
proposed [29] a scheme, which involves a certificate-less sig-
nature (CLS) crypto-system to provide transaction security and
communication robustness to mobile users and make payment
hassle-free. This scheme eliminates heavy computation and

is thus suitable for mobile communication architecture. The
shortcoming of the scheme is that it involves the generation of
a lot of random numbers and matching the numbers every time
gives more scope for malicious nodes to attack and capture the
generated key.

Synthesis: A brief study of the existing literature reveals
that researchers have explored various types of security attacks
in different protocol layers and proposed security schemes.
Indeed, network security is our prime concern along with the
time complexity and message overhead for secure and faster
communication. However, in the existing works, complex
security schemes have been proposed which require many
message exchanges and in turn, make the network vulnerable
to attacks. In this work, we create a public key to transform tra-
ditional cryptography into a two-way cryptanalysis to provide
robust security to the network. IoT network can be modeled
into Stackelberg Game Theory to understand the security game
but, in this paper, we have tried to develop a security scheme
for the secure transmission of data content among the nodes.
Just the game model let us understands how the two parties are
positioned in the network but won’t allow us to make it more
secure. Adding the cryptanalysis is the extra layer of security,
which makes the scheme more robust and ensures a lesser
probability of attacking the network. Even if an attacker is
successful in a brute force attempt to know the hop count, there
is no way the attacker is able to decrypt the ciphertext with our
decryption function. Amalgamating a data-centric architecture,
Named Data Networking (NDN), into our security scheme,
SOS, added an intrinsic layer of security and made it more
robust and strong. We have adopted NDN and merged it with
the NHC table of the networking architecture so that we can
get more security. The modified NHC tables and encryption
techniques (decryption function) are the novelties of this work.

III. SOS: THE PROPOSED SCHEME
A. Problem Description

Let us consider an IoT network having N nodes (defenders)
and M of which are malicious (attackers). The security game
is a game between the attackers and the defenders. The
defender chooses a mixed strategy and the attackers choose
their strategy according to the defenders’ strategy. A pure
defense strategy of a player i is the mapping of resources,
which consists of a subset of the covered targets. A mixed
defense strategy of a player i is the mapping of resources,
which consists of a subset of strategies, where each of the
strategies is selected for both attacking and defending the
targets. In the proposed security scheme, the malicious nodes
can attack the network nodes, when the malign nodes can
access the public key generated from the hop count, which is
stored in their neighboring hop count (NHC) table. Thereafter,
the malicious nodes attack the network nodes and take their
position in the network. Suppose m malicious nodes, (m ∈ M)
are identified to attack the network with mixed strategies Si
∀i ∈ {0,1} to replace n network nodes (n ∈ N).

B. Security Model
Our security solution scheme is merged with the NDN to

apply to an IoT network. Whenever a network node requests
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for a data packet, an Interest packet is sent with the same name
as the data packet. This architecture is different from end-to-
end data delivery because here multiple network interfaces can
be simultaneously achieved. This is known as a pull-based data
delivery system. Then the interest packet goes to the producer
node which answers the interest with the subsequent data
packet. When the Interest packet has finally reached the end
node and the content store is matched, then the Data packet
is released. The Data packet takes the same route but in a
reverse direction. Our scheme represents the fact that after the
Interest packet reaches the node where it is supposed to reach,
the data packet is encrypted with the key and then sent back
to the node which had requested the data packet. The first step
of our modified two-way handshake begins at this stage.

In a service-oriented IoT network, every node is assumed
to know its respective hop length from its neighbor nodes.
After the service is requested by a user in service consumer
mode (by the destination devices), the request reaches the
middleware, which checks the request and verifies if that
particular request is a service provided by the service provider.
This layer acts as a service broker. It also contains the Service
Layer Agreement (SLA) [30]. The SLA consists of the price
for using each service and the security measures for the
services.

In this paper, we use hop count as the basis for security in
data communication. Before the reception of every data packet,
a node decrypts the packet with the private key generated
from the hop count between the corresponding pair of nodes
stored in the NHC table of the destination node. If the correct
hop count from the NHC table is used for decryption, the
destination node receives the data packet, otherwise, it discards
the packet.

In a traditional IoT network, there are major security
concerns for every layer. In that scenario, the network cannot
determine which layer has been compromised in the whole
system. But in our scheme, as soon as the malicious node
sends the data packet to any unknown network node without
knowing the hop count, the packet will be dropped, breaking
off the node from the network. Our scheme is robust against
a major attack in sensor networks, which is a SYN flood
attack where the attacker initiates many half-open handshakes
for data transmission, and then the server goes down. It is a
protocol attack that establishes half-open connections resulting
in denial-of-service (all the resources are used up) to other
legitimate nodes in the network.

The proposed model provides security against data tamper-
ing or manhandling. When an adversary attacks by placing a
malicious node in the network, the new node in the network
does not know its hop count from its neighbors. Therefore,
it will be unable to send any data into the network, as the
destination nodes do not find a matching public key generated
from the stored hop count in the NHC table of the node. This
renders a malicious node failing to send erroneous data to the
network nodes. This security scheme works in any condition
irrespective of the type of the source node. When the source
node is malicious, it does not know where to send the data,
as it is unaware of the hop distance to the next node. This
type of attack proves very fatal in maintaining the security

of the network. In [5] the authors have shown that the WSN
security is very important in an IoT network [31] as it can
monitor and track the status of the devices and send the status
data to the control center and sink nodes. The main objective
of the perception layer of an IoT network is the collection
of data. The prime security concerns are the forging of data
and destroying the network nodes. All sets of nodal attacks
fall under the subset of the concerns we have mentioned in
our paper. The node capture attacks, malicious code injection
attacks, false data injection, spoofing attacks, and DOS attacks
are some of the major security threats addressed in our paper.
The threat in a false data injection attack is when an external
adversary node captures a network node and installs false data
in place of normal data which is measured by the IoT device.
Then this malicious data is transferred in the whole network
which affects the effectiveness of an IoT. The authors have
projected that to defend the network against such attacks. Data
filtering schemes should be installed in the network which
detect and drop the false data before being received by an IoT
node. Our scheme, SOS, is not only effective for these attacks
but also for other such aforementioned attacks of the same
domain. In this way, the proposed security scheme works to
provide security to the IoT devices.

Fig. 1: SOA in IoT

Fig.1, depicts the organization of the proposed scheme in
an SOA-based IoT system. The producer nodes offer various
web services via servers while the smart devices, such as a
personal computer, mobiles, smartwatches, smart appliances
are possessed by the users to consume those services. The
producers and the consumers negotiate between themselves
to avail the offered services. The consumers first contact the
middleware and ask to find out a specific service among
the various kinds of services provided by the producers. The
middleware then checks the number of service requests, costs,
associated quality requirements, and matches them with the
best possible service. The SLA functions act as a broker
between the service producers and the service consumers.

The system model also depicts the cryptanalysis of the
proposed security scheme and its dual-level security. The
transmitted message has to be encrypted with the public key of
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the receiver node, which in this case, is known by the sender
node, as both the nodes are connected by the same edge.
A general three-way handshake is shown in Fig.2. The first
step involves sending the public key to the message sender,
the second step is encrypting the message by the sender with
the public key, and finally, the message is decrypted by the
receiver with the help of the private key. In a synchronous
communication, a three-way handshake communication is
the most basic protocol of any security-based cryptanalysis
scheme. Firstly, the message receiver sends the public key to
the sender implying that it is ready for the file transmission.
Thereafter, the message sender encrypts the message with the
public key and sends it back. At last, the message receiver
decrypts the message with the help of a private key. There is
no need for any negotiation between the nodes to authenticate
each other. Our scheme straightaway reduces these three steps
into two by eliminating the first step at the start. If one step out
of three is reduced straightway, then it automatically reduces
the handshaking time by 33%. As both the sender and receiver
nodes know the public key, which is computed from the hop
count, it reduces the first step in a synchronous communi-
cation, which, in turn, reduces communication time. The time
reduction is even more in asynchronous communication, where
the sender and receiver communicate in different timelines.

The proposed scheme, SOS, allows faster data transmission
in a secured manner by simply skipping the first step of the
handshake, as both, the nodes already know the common
public key. So, simply escaping one out of three stages of
message encryption makes it comparatively faster than the
general cryptanalysis-based schemes. The source and desti-
nation nodes and the NHC table are depicted in Fig.3.

Fig. 2: Cryptanalysis

The authors have tried to utilize a new form of public key
cryptography in which there is a public key and a private key
but with some restrictions and modifications. One of the most
important things to notice is the fact that the public key used in
our scheme is not actually known or public to all the nodes in
the network. The private key is also only known to the source

and destination node where the message is being transmitted.
We use the following encryption function for generating a
public key from the hop count as shown in Equation 1.

Pi j = hi j hi j (1)

where, Pi j and hi j are the public key and hop count between
nodes i and j. This is done to make the public key more com-
plex for the adversary to predict. This reduces the probability
of the attack. The function mentioned above is not a random
static function but a dynamic one. The value of this function
expression depends on the value of n which changes for every
network. We have taken care of the robustness of this scheme
so that this scheme can be put to use in other networks without
the fear of being compromised. The main reason we have used
a dynamic function is so that, after encryption, even if the
public key is compromised, the attacker never cracks the actual
hop count before encryption. As the function isn’t dependent
on any constant, at no point in time, the attacker can never
get the original hop count even after getting the public key or
the decryption function. The message, after being encrypted,
is sent to the receiver node and there that node already has
a private key to decrypt the message. The receiver uses the
following decryption function to get back the hop count from
the public key after receiving the data packet.

Fdecry = LognPi j (2)

where K is the ciphertext (encrypted message). The authors
have chosen this modified version of asymmetric key cryptog-
raphy where the public key for every message transmission is
different from each other and no other knows the public key for
any other message transmission apart from the one sent by the
node itself. There have been previous public key encryption
techniques but calculating the product and factoring a large
prime number is very computationally expensive and even
time-consuming. Here the public key can be formed easily
from the hop count and the time complexity is also minimal
O(1) and for prime factorization in the traditional methods,
the time complexity is O(Log n). One of the cons of such
asymmetric encryption is that they have to authenticate the
received message (digital signatures) from a third party. They
would verify the reliability of the public key and provide the
encrypted ciphertext with digital signatures. In our modified
encryption technique, there is absolutely no inclusion of any
third party for authentication. Only one node apart from the
receiver knows the hop count and that has to be the sender.
The verification is done at the time of the message being sent.
This saves an entry point of attack by any malicious nodes.
The attacker can compromise the third-party node and hijack
the network through that but we terminated that scope. Thus
our modified public key encryption process has the pros of
both symmetric and asymmetric encryption techniques and at
the same time lacks the cons of asymmetric algorithms.

In this work, we have used the encipherment mechanism
to provide data confidentiality to the packets sent from one
node to another node. This process encrypts the data to a non-
readable form for unintended persons (malicious attackers).
The authors have modeled the problem of network security
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into a Stackelberg game between the attackers and the defend-
ers. Adding the cryptanalysis is the extra layer of security,
which makes the scheme more robust and ensures a lesser
probability of attacking. Even if an attacker is successful by
using the brute-force technique to know the hop count, there
is no way for him to encrypt the message with our encryption
factor (hi j hi j ) where hi j is the hop count from node i to j.

The minimum height of a tree with n nodes is 2n and for
security analysis, we always need to consider the worst-case
for a defender. The less height of the leaf nodes paves more
scope for the attackers to predict the hop count for a successful
attack. For a graph with n nodes, the hop count varies from
1 to 2n. The probability of guessing the public key correctly
becomes:

Phc =
1

2n2n (3)

In equation 3, we can clearly see how guessing the probability
of any hop count has become very computationally expensive
even using the brute force method.

C. Preparation of Neighbor Hop count Table

The scheme, SOS, requires to prepare an NHC table for a
node so that only the neighboring nodes can share the hop
count among themselves and generate a public key to encrypt
the message to be transferred.

Fig. 3: IoT Network and NHC Table

In Fig.3, the network backbone shows that any node is
connected with another node by only one edge and a node
can be connected to more than one node. The dotted lines
represent the service requests by the service consumer and
the bold lines depict the services provided by the providers.
The solid circles represent the end IoT devices and the dotted
squares represent the malicious nodes, which try to disrupt
the network by sending malicious data to the regular nodes.
The crossed lines depict the malicious nodes which fail an
attempt, due to lack of next-hop information. The number of
networking components on an edge is referred to as the hop
count. As an example, the distance between node A and B is

3 hop units. The NHC table in the figure shows a portion of
a general routing table, which stores hop count from a node
to its neighbor nodes. Each of the network nodes knows the
hop length from its adjacent nodes. The other nodes in the
network or any malicious node are unaware of the hop count
between the neighbor nodes. So, without knowing the hop
count, the adversary cannot pass any malicious data in the
network, which results in the data being discarded from the
network. The problem in question is not a simple modeling
of attacker and defender nodes in a network, but we also
wanted to develop a security scheme for data transmission
having the minimum time complexity and message overhead.
There have been many schemes previously designed which
have more message exchanges in the scheme, which opened up
gates for more attacks by malicious nodes. We have considered
the Named Data Networking so that we can use the concept
of data caching for faster transmission. Our only goal is to
design a scheme that is not just a theoretical model but also
something which considers all the cases in a real-life scenario
and has tried to abate the chances of a vulnerability attack.
Stackelberg’s Theory alone doesn’t show the method to protect
our network from any such attacks. We are dealing with a
very complex problem here which concerns the safety of the
network and if any node in the network even gets hijacked,
the network doesn’t leak any data.

D. Proposed Solution

Let the security function A(s) have a maximum value of S0
when the network is fully secured and reduce to 0 when the
network is sabotaged. The network cost is expressed as:

C(s) = Cisi (4)

for the ith node in the network. Let C1 be the cost for data
transmission in the network. The cost of a defender is:

C(s1) = C1s1 (5)

If the attacker attacks a node knowing the exact encrypted hop
count value from the NHC table of a regular node, then the
cost for network transmission is:

C(s2) = C2s2 (6)

The total security of the network is:

A = S0(1 + s) (7)

where, s is the net security in the IoT network, such that

s = s1 − s2 (8)

where s1 is the security factor for the defender and s2 is
the attacking chance of the attacker. The main basis of the
equation came from the fact that NDN provides an intrinsic
level of security which in our case is S0. The authors of this
paper have also researched the fact that this intrinsic security,
S0, can be combined with the net security of the network, s, to
form an additional factor in the total security of the network.
Apart from the intrinsic network security, the combined net
security and the intrinsic security makes up the total security of
the network We solve this game by backward induction so that
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we can find the subgame perfect Nash Equilibrium. However,
the attacker knows the security function of the defender and
also its cost function. But the defender knows neither the cost
function nor the security function of the attacker.

We consider the function A(x) as the encryption formula
of the hop count, where x is the hop count to jump to the
next node. So the attacker’s chances of an attack are A(s),
which reduces from the original total security of the network.
It is intended to find the best response of the attackers for
every choice of the strategies of the defenders. As attackers
already know the choice of the defenders, they provide the best
response s2(s1) possible for certain choices of the defenders.
To attain Nash Equilibrium, we need the maximum payoff
of the defenders. The attacker’s profit function is given by
P(q2, q1), and the best response to any choice q1 is found by
partially differentiating the profit function with respect to s2.

∂

∂s2
{(A − C) ∗ s2} = 0 (9)

which gives

∂

∂s2
[{S0(1 + s) − C}s2] = 0

s2(s1) =
1
2
(1 + s1 −

C
S0
)

(10)

After partial differentiation, we have done a partial double
differentiation to check if the critical point is a maximum or a
minimum point. If the ∂2A

∂s2
2

is negative it means that the slope
of the curve is negative. The critical point is a minimum point,
which indicates that this strategy has the minimum payoff for
the attacker and the network remains secure. Similarly, if the
∂2A
∂s2

1
is positive, it means that the slope is positive of a convex

curve. The critical point is a maximum point, which indicates
that the strategy has the maximum payoff for the defender and
the network also remains secure.

Double differentiating the security function A with respect
to s2, we see that:

∂2 A
∂S2

2
= −2S0 < 0 (11)

Therefore, the equilibrium point is known to be a minimum
point, which protects the motive of taking a suitable secu-
rity function. However, the defender knows that the attacker
chooses the strategy s2(C) based on the network cost C. If
the defender chooses s1 and the attacker chooses s2(s1) as the
best response, then the defender’s profit is:

∂

∂s2
{(A − C) ∗ s1} = 0

1
4
(s1 − 1 +

C
S0
) =0 (12)

Hence, partially differentiating defender’s profit function with
respect to attacking strategy (s1) we maximize defender’s
security payoff to find out the Nash equilibrium of defender’s

strategy, s∗1:

∂A(s1, s2)

∂s1
= 0

s∗1 =
1
3

(
C
S0
− 1

) (13)

Further double differentiating the security function A with
respect to s1 we find:

∂2 A
∂S2

1

=
∂

∂s1
(S0 + 2S0s1 − s0s2 − C)

= 2S0 > 0

(14)

Therefore, the equilibrium point is known to be the maximum
point, which protects the objective of selecting a suitable
security function. The network will be completely secured
at the equilibrium point as the defenders have the maximum
payoff strategy to defend the network and the attackers have
the minimum payoff strategy to attack.

E. Nash Equilibrium
The proposed security scheme, SOS, reaches an equilibrium

point where both the parties (attackers and defenders) have
the maximum payoff. That point in a game-theoretic model
is referred to as a Nash Equilibrium point. The most optimal
strategies for both the defender and the attacker are:

s∗1 =
1
3

(
C
S0
− 1

)
(15)

s∗2 =
1
3

(
1 −

C
S0

)
(16)

The above solutions constitute the mixed strategy subgame
with perfect Nash equilibrium for the security Stackelberg
game between the attacker and the defender. The attacker
chooses an attacking strategy after knowing the defender’s
strategy, while the defender chooses any strategy of its choice.
The physical significance of the Nash equilibrium is that the
defender does not get more benefit by choosing any other
strategy other than the strategy in Nash equilibrium. The
strategy at Nash equilibrium has the maximum payoff, which
means that the network is most secured at the equilibrium
point. On the other hand, the Nash equilibrium for the attacker
implies that the attacker is successful in destroying the security
of the network and its payoff is also maximum for the
strategy at Nash equilibrium. The physical significance of the
Nash equilibrium is that knowing the defender’s strategy, the
attacker won’t change its strategy to gain maximum from the
attack which again, in turn, is beneficial for the defender. In
this equilibrium, both the parties are at their best strategies
and so can’t deviate from that. Nash equilibrium is attained
when both the attackers and defenders are in the game with
their known strategies and the game takes place.

F. The proposed algorithm
In SOS, a node can communicate with another node in the

network if the destination node verifies that the hop count
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received by the packet matches the same between the source
and the destination node. The process of message verification
and security of the proposed scheme is depicted in Algorithm
1. First, the algorithm creates an NHC table for every node
in the network. Then every node, on receiving the message,
checks the NHC table to compute the next shortest path to
reach a neighbor node and then transmits the message to that
node.

Any external malicious node does not have the information
regarding the NHC table and the hop counts to jump to the
next network node. If a malicious node tries to communicate
with a legitimate network node using an arbitrary hop count,
the malign node fails as the hop count does not match the
hop count in the NHC table, which results in the packet being
dropped.

As soon as a node generates an Interest Packet, it is first
checked in the Cache Store to see if the Data Packet needed by
the node is already present as a result of earlier requests. Then
it goes on to the Pending Interest Table to check if an earlier
request has already been made, which has not been fulfilled
yet. Then, if the requested data packet isn’t present in any of
them, the packet checks for the hop count from the NHC table
and then passes on to the Forwarding Information Base. After
the request has been responded with a Data Packet, initially,
the Pending Interest Table is checked to see the status of any
pending requests. Then data content is stored in the Cache
Store so that for any future requests, the responses are stored
and can be easily retrieved from this store. Every NDN device
maintains these data structures. The path for Interest Packet is
from the source node to destination and the reverse for a Data
Packet which brings the data content back to the source node.

The proposed scheme prevents a malicious node from
attacking a network node by encrypting the messages using the
public key, which is computed from the hop count between the
source and the destination nodes. A destination node receives
a packet from a source node only if the decrypted hop count
in the packet matches the hop count between the source and
the destination nodes stored in the NHC table of the respective
nodes. By this algorithm, a malicious node is neither able to
inject erroneous packets into the network, nor it can receive
a packet from the network nodes, as the malicious node does
not know the hop count to the network nodes.

Theorem 1: The best-case and the worst-case time com-
plexities of the proposed scheme SOS are O(1) and O(n),
respectively, where n is the number of nodes in the network.

Proof: In the presented scheme, SOS, let the cryptanalysis
and transition from one node to another take constant time. In
the best case, there exists two regular nodes and one attacking
node in the network. Here, only one node has to be traversed,
so that the distance can be covered in unit time. So, the best
case time complexity is O(1). The worst-case scenario arises
when all the network nodes are attacked by malicious nodes.
The regular nodes have to perform the two-way cryptanalysis
in unit time for a single node. The time computation for two-
step cryptanalysis for one node takes a unit time. So, for n
nodes take ‘a × n’ units of time. If b is the constant time
required for checking the NHC table, the time complexity for

Algorithm 1 SOS
Inputs:
N : Number of Nodes
rou table[][] : NHC Table
Hopi j : hop count between two nodes i and j
Output:
prn: Boolean variable, which indicates whether the packet is
received or not received; if 0 pkt is not received else received

1: Begin
2: for i=1 to N do
3: for j=1 to N do
4: rou table[i][ j] ← Hopi j
5: end for
6: end for
7: if packet , 0 then
8: Phop ← hop count of the received packet
9: Sid ← source id of the received packet

10: Did ← destination id of the received packet
11: end if
12: if Phop == rou table[Sid][Did] then
13: prn← 1
14: else
15: prn← 0
16: end if
17: return prn
18: End

the scheme, SOS, for n nodes is:

T(n) = an + b = O(n) (17)

Theorem 2: If an adversary is successful in attacking any
single node in the network, then the probability of another
successful attack on its immediate neighbor is also increased.

Proof: In the proposed scheme, the information of the
hop count of the immediate neighbors is stored in the NHC
table and only the two connecting nodes know about the hop
count between them. If a malicious node gets the hop count
value from the NHC table, then it can successfully exploit its
neighboring nodes in the network. In a network of n nodes,
the maximum number of neighbor nodes any particular node
can be connected to is (n−1). So, from the (n−1) hop counts
in the table, the malicious node has to choose anyone and the
probability becomes:

pnew =
1

n − 1
(18)

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

A. Simulation Configuration

We have used MATLAB simulator to simulate the proposed
scheme, SOS. In the simulation, we have deployed 50-400
nodes randomly over a terrain of 500×500 m2. The following
parameters have been considered in the simulation for perfor-
mance evaluation:

1) Attack Probability: The probability that the malicious
node can successfully attack a regular node in a network
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by decrypting the public key (hop count) from the mes-
sage. Let si be the value of the ith attacking attempt of a
malicious node to a legitimate node of a network having
total N nodes. If there are n number of successfully
attacking attempts then the attacking probability, ap, is
computed as:

ap =
∑N

i=1 si
n

(19)

2) Message Overhead: The total number of control messages
sent for implementing the proposed scheme. The message
overhead of the proposed scheme includes the number of
messages sent during the preparation of the NHC table.

3) Throughput: Throughput is computed as the number
of messages sent per unit time for implementing our
proposed scheme, i.e., the message count per round of
computation.

4) Computation Time: The total time taken to find out the
minimum length path between two nodes and the time
taken to check if a malicious node can successfully
decrypt the public key (hop count), is considered as the
computation time.

TABLE I: SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter Value

Number of nodes 50-400
Communication Range 150
Increase in number of nodes
for each simulations 50
Number of node levels 8
Range of generated random hop count 10
Range of coordinates 250-2000
Range of maximum edge lengths 56-86

B. Results and Discussion
In this section, we discuss and analyze the simulation results

of the proposed scheme, SOS. The probability of attacks by
malicious nodes with a varying number of network nodes is
shown in Fig.4. The plot shows that the attacking probability of
the malicious nodes increases with the increase in the number
of regular nodes in the network and decreases in the maximum
value of the hop count between network nodes. The attacking
probability of a network increases with the decrease in the
maximum hop count between the network nodes because the
probability of matching the correct hop count by the malicious
nodes increases, as the value of the maximum hop count
decreases.

The message overhead of the SOS with the increasing
number of network nodes is presented in Fig.5. The sending
and receiving of “HELLO” messages are required to form
the NHC table. The increase in the number of nodes in a
network corresponds to the computation of more hop counts,
which results in more messages being sent and received.
Therefore, the message overhead of the network with the
proposed security scheme increases with the increase in the
number of nodes in the network.

The throughput of the network with the varying number
of network nodes is presented in Fig.6. In the plot, we
see that, due to the increase in the number of nodes in
the network, the message overhead gradually increases. The
more the number of network nodes, the more the number
of messages transmitted through the network, which in turn,
increases the throughput of the network. The plot also presents
the throughput for different maximum hop lengths between the
network nodes with a varying number of nodes in the network.

In the plot, we can also see that the throughput of the
network does not change with the increase in the maximum
hop count between the network nodes. The possible reason is
that the increase in the maximum hop length between nodes
does not change the number of message transfers in the net-
work. The change of computation time of the proposed scheme
with a varying number of nodes in the network and varying
maximum hop length between network nodes is plotted in
Fig.7. From the plot, we can infer that, with the increase in
the number of nodes in the network, the computation time
also increases gradually and there is not much change in
computation time with the change in maximum hop length
between the network nodes. The possible reason behind this is
that, with the increase in the number of nodes in the network,
the number of neighbor nodes of any node in it also increases,
which in turn, increases the preparation time of the NHC table
of every individual node in the network.

However, with the increase in the hop length between the
nodes, the number of neighbor nodes of any node in the
network does not change much, which keeps the computation
time nearly unchanged.

The attacker’s and defender’s optimum strategies are repre-
sented in Fig.8. The Nash equilibrium points for the proposed
scheme lies on the straight-line, as found from our simulations.
The coordinates of the points in this 2-D plane are positive
for the defender and negative for an attacker, as per the
Nash equilibrium of strategies. In our paper, the graph for
the Nash equilibrium is shown in Fig. 8. The figure represents
the attacking strategies between the defenders (X-axis) and
the attackers (Y-axis). The straight line with a negative slope
shows that the defenders have to have a positive strategy (to
defend the network) and the attackers have a negative strategy
against the security of the network. The straight-line aligns
well with our assumption that both of their strategies are
linearly dependent on each other and the change of any of
the strategies causes them to deviate.

Through this security scheme, we want to show that, there
should be a positive strategy for the defender to defend
the network and protect against the malicious nodes from
attacking it and that the attacker should have a negative value
of optimal strategy, so that the malicious nodes can have the
minimum payoff, which is again, highly desirable for network
security.

s∗1 and s∗2 are the Nash equilibrium strategies of defenders
and attackers, respectively. s0 is the highest attainable security
in the network, the value of which is 1.

From the simulation, we can see that, for all the network
nodes, there is at least one case in which the attacker cannot
successfully attack. Here, C is the cost measured in terms of
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Fig. 4: Attack probability Fig. 5: Messages overhead Fig. 6: Throughput

Fig. 7: Computation time
Fig. 8: Nash equilibrium strategies

Fig. 9: Successful attack

Fig. 10: Attack probability versus
number of attack attempts

Fig. 11: Message overhead versus
varying number of nodes

Fig. 12: Attack probability versus
varying number of nodes

throughput of the regular network nodes to find out the Nash
equilibrium point of the proposed strategy, as shown in the
following equations.

s∗1 =
1
3
(

C
S0
− 1)

s∗2 =
1
3
(1 −

C
S0
)

(20)

The variation of attacking probability with the variation in
the number of attacking attempts and maximum hop length
between nodes in the network is shown in Fig.9. The plot
shows that the attacking probability increases with the increase
in the number of attack attempts and is least for the case
with the maximum hop count. The possible reason is that
the increase in the number of attacking attempts increases
the number of successful attacks by the malicious nodes and

larger hop lengths increase the chances of matching hop count
randomly generated by the malicious nodes to successfully
attack the network nodes.

The plot in Fig.10 presents the comparison of the attacking
probability of the proposed scheme with the existing schemes
for varying attacking attempts. In the plot, we can see that the
attacking probability of SOS increases with the increase in
the number of attack attempts. The possible reason is that, in
SOS, the increase in the number of attack attempts increases
the probability of matching hop count, which is randomly
generated by the malicious nodes.

Fig.11, shows that, with the increase in the number of
network nodes, the message overhead of all the schemes is in-
creasing. But the increase in message overhead is the lowest in
SOS. On the other hand, the UAKMP scheme has the highest
increase in message overhead with the increase in the number
of nodes in the network. The possible reason is that, in the
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CLS and UAKMP schemes, apart from initial registration, the
authentication of delivered messages requires a key exchange,
which increases the number of message exchanges between
the network nodes. So the existing schemes have a higher
message overhead compared to the proposed scheme.

Fig.12 shows that the attacking probability using SOS is
the least as compared to that in CLS and UAKMP. Apart from
SOS, the existing schemes have less relation of proportionality
with the increasing number of network nodes. They are
directly associated with the number of message exchanges
between a user and the service provider in the service-oriented
IoT architecture. In CLS and UAKMP, for every node, the
provider has to provide the same set of registration ids and
public keys to access the service. Both of the existing security
schemes have higher attacking probability compared to the
proposed scheme, however, the attacking probability of the
existing schemes does not change with the increase in the
number of nodes in the network.

As the authentication of the proposed schemes is performed
using key exchange, the increase in the attacking attempts
keeps the attacking probability of the existing schemes near-
constant. Authentication in the proposed scheme does not
depend on key exchange, so the attacking probability of SOS
is lesser than that of the CLS and UAKMP schemes.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, we studied the problem of higher time
complexities and message overheads of existing IoT security
schemes having also high attacking probability. The existing
schemes proposed two-step cryptanalysis, which results in
more data exchanges which again leads to higher chances of
attacks by the adversaries. To solve this problem and improve
the security of an IoT network, we proposed a Stackelberg
game-based security scheme, SOS, that provides a simple but
robust security solution with reduced attacking probability and
message overheads. The proposed scheme uses hop count
between the source and destination nodes to generate the
public key by using an exponential encryption function. The
proposed scheme reduced the three-step cryptanalysis to a
single step by maintaining a hop count in the NHC table of
both the source and destination nodes.

Simulation results showed that SOS outperforms the state-
of-the-art schemes in terms of the attacking probability and
message overhead. The limitation of SOS is that it fails
to secure the insignificant networking devices, which only
forward data packets and do not form or store the NHC
table (e.g. switches and hubs). Our scheme is very relevant
and functions with total support for intermediary network
devices such as routers, wireless access points (WAP). For
a successful execution of the scheme, the end devices are
connected to the communication links, switches, and routers.
Middleware denotes the software layer which connects the
operating system and the applications which use those OS.

The authors have tried to study the domain to get the
background knowledge and understand the complexities which
are present to innovate a new security scheme. Our security
scheme can be considered for cyber-physical systems, WSN,

IoT networks. We have added a layer of security so that when
implemented on real-time networks, the scheme doesn’t come
off as very trivial. We have added the data-centric NDN to
utilize content caching for faster transmission. We have mod-
ified the encryption methods from public key cryptography so
that our scheme is more efficient and faster and has fewer
scopes for attacks from malicious nodes. The authors have
configured the security scheme to be fit for any wireless sensor
network and IoT network. To make our scheme more robust
and sturdy, we had even integrated it with Service-oriented
architecture. This increases its utility and makes it applicable
for any real-time network. Some simple use cases can be your
phone, office laptop, personal computer, office WiFi and office
server together form a network that is susceptible to attacks by
any malicious attackers. In this scenario, our scheme comes
into play for providing security to this network.

In the future, we plan to implement our scheme on a
real testbed and secure all the networking devices in an IoT
network. As the proposed scheme only works on an IoT
network with stationary nodes, in the future, we have a plan
to extend the scheme to work on a mobile IoT network.
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